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Defense to Multi 2D  

Double is the same as if you had made a takeout X of a weak 2 bid in spades... 

( 2s X......) leb is on 2nt forces 3c 

************ 

2d 2h is equivalent to take out X of weak 2 bid of 2h ie 2h X leb is on 2nt forces 3c 

********* 

pass then X = light TOX 

************** 

2s or 3h = natural, a response in other major is a cue bid and jumps are natural. 

************* 

2nt is 16 -18 respond as to a 2nt opening bid 

*********** 

3 of minor is natural 

*********** 

3s = strong and natural (4h is cue bid in response) 

************** 

4 of minor = 5+ in the suit and 5 + in a major. 

4d over 4c asks for the major, 4h over 4d = pass if it is hearts or else correct to sp 

******* 

the following X are TAKEOUT 

2d p 2M X 

2d p 2M p 
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p X 

and  

2d p 2h p 

2s X 

**************** 

responses to all these doubles are the same as after a double of a weak 2 bid. Leb applies if you normally 
play it over weak 2 bids. 

****************** 

after 2d p 2M 

double = take out, 4 of minor is 5 of that minor and 5+ in a major,  4d asks for the major ... 4 of major = 
pass or correct....... 

2nt + 15-18 

( i assume they mean... 2d p 2M 2nt) 

respond as if to 2nt opener 

3 or 4 of major is natural.. 

2d p 2M 3 or 4 otherM 

****** 

after 2d p 2h X 

2s .................... 

double is penalty opposite takeout of hearts  

3h natural assuming doubler is short in hearts 

after 2d -p-2h-p 

2s p p X 

double is take out for spades... 

 


